NANTES, FRANCE

AU R É L I E
LÉCUYER & JEAN
CHRISTOPHE
The timeworn features of Aurélie Lécuyer and Jean Christophe’s house

change, so does their home. “The materials, colors, forms and the added

make their family feel at home. “We love places that have a story, a past—

tiny little details tell their own stories. Each creates its own universe,”

places where materials tell you something special,” Aurélie says. The

Aurélie says. She and Jean believe the space you create is meant to foster

couple recently bought an apartment in Nantes, a beautiful city in west-

a sense of relief from external daily pressures. But as everyone’s desires

ern France, in a building that dates back to the early 1900s. Both inside

and whims are different—especially with three kids—they think it’s

and out, their home’s environment has the casual energy and ease of a

important that each member of the family has a designated private space,

bygone era: Hallways are filled with the sounds of their three children

a “kind of personal cocoon.” Providing a personal universe for each

—Gustave, Honoré and Blanche—playing, and everything they need is

family member gives everybody the opportunity to relax away from the

accessible by foot, from their school to the market and the local cinema.

nonstop hustle of household life. For her own purposes, Aurélie added

The combination of the area’s storied history and the constant activity in

a separate workspace in the master bedroom. “The apartment isn’t

and around their home often reminds Aurélie of the fluidity of domestic

that big, but it’s always quiet there even when it’s not in the rest of the

life. “I can’t imagine a finished home,” she says. “We think about it all

house,” she says. “That’s enough for me—a quiet space and an outside

the time, and it can’t be static. A home is permanently evolving, just as

view.” But despite her dedication to finding a personal place within

children do and as we do. It’s quite impossible to keep something frozen

the home, Aurélie still enjoys absorbing inspiration from her family

in time here.” As a stylist, Aurélie sees every element of an interior as a

for her work. “Clothes from Blanche’s wardrobe help me set up colors,

contributing factor to the tale being told by a decorator. “Depending on

Honoré’s drawings are placed on my inspiration boards and Gustave’s

the objects we collect and the conversations they start together, there

rigor shows me how to organize myself,” she says.

are so many stories that come to life in a home,” she says. The couple
believes the whole structure is a moving organism that reflects its inhab-

In the following essay on page 118, we consider how children change both the

itants’ narratives—as each family member’s passions and personal tastes

meaning and the function of a home.
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COPENHAGEN, DENMARK

D I T T E I S AG E R
& CHRISTIAN
VA N G
When photographer Ditte Isager first saw the listing for her home, she

built,” Ditte says. “We had to replace everything—roof, windows, bath,

recognized a tattered charm that immediately drew her to the structure.

kitchen—but we did this so it would look like it did originally.” Today

“It looked a little like Sleeping Beauty’s castle from the outside, but the

she finds pleasure in the way her house contrasts with her former life in

inside was just a mess,” she says. “Nothing had been done since the ’70s.

New York City, where the couple lived for half a decade before moving

You couldn’t see the facade as it was covered with ivy and you couldn’t

back to Copenhagen. “After five years of waking up to a jackhammer,

even open the windows.” Despite the disarray, she and her husband,

you really appreciate the sounds of birds singing from a tree,” she says.

Christian Vang, were immediately drawn to both its potential and its

Their move back home was also partially influenced by having a son,

proximity to Ditte’s family, which led them to conducting months of

Wilder: After living in a cramped fifth-floor apartment in New

renovations in exchange for their fairy-tale home. “We love the area of

York, they yearned for more space and a slower pace of life. “Hav-

Brønshøj and think it’s a perfect place to grow,” Ditte says. Before they

ing a child changes what you value, but in a good way. And I was

moved in, the home had been passed down through three generations of

so ready for this change,” Ditte says. As Ditte and Christian em-

the same family since its construction in 1913—a connection that Ditte

brace their new life in this old home, they look beyond their family’s

found meaningful. “I grew up in a neighborhood very similar to this

support system to their neighbors, who gave them a playhouse for

10 minutes from here. I lived in a double house with my grandparents

Wilder and then arrived with tools to put it together. “They even brought

on one floor and us on the other. It was a perfect way to grow up,” she

food to celebrate Wilder’s ‘playhouse housewarming’—it ended up

says. “I’m really close to my family and feel very lucky to live so close by.”

being an amazing summer evening with kids playing in the garden all

With an appreciation for familial bonds and every intention of honoring

night, a barbecue and bubbles,” Ditte says. “Evenings like that make me

the home’s past, Ditte and Christian set out to remodel and add their

think there’s nowhere in the world I’d rather be living than right here.”

own chapter to the home’s history while keeping the structure’s original
features in mind. “We found the original drawings of the house, as it

In the following essay on page 358, we explore the ways that homes gain

was very important for us to take it back to how it looked when it was

meaning as dwellers leave behind their personal histories.
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STOCKHOLM, SWEDEN

EMMA
& J OA K I M
OLBERS

Emma and Joakim Olbers’ family splits its time between two incredibly

in both of their homes. Sofas and storage units were all thoughtfully

different homes: a sprawling wooden house off the coast of Stockholm

sourced from sustainable designers or from Emma’s collection, including

and a centrally located city apartment. “For me, it’s a perfect mix,” Emma

their front hallway bench: “It’s made of birch that’s grown and chopped

says. She enjoys the quick pace and convenience of the city, but she also

just two hours away from the factory, and the coating that finishes it

finds peace in the archipelago’s serenity. “Being in the country with

is an egg tempera, which is a paint that consists only of egg, pigments,

nature and quiet is where I get time off, time to not think,” she says. “I

flax oil and water,” she says. While their commitment to staying green

have a hard time choosing, so I need the balance of both. I feel at home

is paramount to the choices they make in their homes, Emma and

in both places.” These worlds shape Emma’s work as a furniture designer

Joakim’s desire to create environments that are durable and mindful of

through her attention to the natural elements present in daily life. She

their two young sons, Fabian and Julius, is also of utmost importance.

takes the influence of her time spent in the woods—she loves to be in

As the kids have grown older and the homes’ furniture has evolved, they

the forest making campfires and chopping firewood for the winter—and

have remained focused on functional pieces for their sons’ sake. “As a

applies it to both her designs and the way she fills her family’s apartment

furniture designer, function is always at the forefront of my mind,”

in Stockholm. Emma prides herself on being “a furniture designer with

Emma says. “That includes the furniture being able to take the wear and

an eco heart,” as her process starts and ends with the environment in

tear of having children around.”

mind. “I usually begin by thinking about what’s going to happen at the
end of a product’s life and how it’s going to be recycled,” she says. Emma

In the following essay on page 292, we celebrate how the less-than-perfect

and Joakim have made a conscious effort to use eco-friendly products

aspects of a well-worn home can bring a family together.
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COPENHAGEN, DENMARK

J A C K DA H L
& KRISTOFFER
SAKURAI

Copenhagen’s Frederiksstaden district is home to many of the

they removed some of the walls to give it a more modern, spacious

city’s most archetypal sights, including picturesque alleys, seaside

feel and used minimalist decor to make elegant shapes. The light that

parks and the home of the royal family. Art director Jack Dahl and

filters in through the windows creates a shifting backdrop throughout

Kristoffer Sakurai, who manages Valentino Copenhagen, chose to build

the day and is one of their favorite natural features because it gives the

their life in this neighborhood because of its accessibility to the vibrant

apartment depth without having to add overpowering furnishings.

local culture—and the 18th-century home they found that sits at the

Jack and Kristoffer have added a few personal pieces and idiosyncratic

center of it. “We love it here: It feels like living in Copenhagen, London,

details to the unembellished space, including the large collection of

Moscow and Paris all at the same time,” Jack says. With an abundance

artwork and books they keep around for visual nourishment. “They

of activity outside their front door, the couple designed the interior

constantly tempt us with procrastination, adventure, inspiration,

of their apartment to reflect a quieter and humbler pace of life. Jack is

admiration and desire,” Kristoffer says. They both read a lot: Kristoffer

the founder of Homework, a studio specializing in brand expression

enjoys historical literature, whereas Jack is more into art, fashion and

and communication, and the duo found inspiration in the company’s

interior-design books, as well as monographs and magazines. Aside

manifesto: “Simplifying so the essential can shine.” They rely mostly

from the couple’s library, their most prized possession is without a doubt

on shades of gray and simple sleek lines to achieve this aesthetic, “But

their dog, Jackson: Since adopting the pup, the couple has experienced

we always add a personal twist, or a little je ne sais quoi,” Jack says.

an even greater influx of love and comfort within their home.

Simplicity became the foundation for the renovation, and from there

“It’s family,” Jack says.
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LONDON, UNITED KINGDOM

JA N I E J A C K S O N
& CHRISTIAN
PRESTON

Janie Jackson believes the 1860s Victorian house she lives in with

These well-loved and well-used tokens are a direct expression of her

her partner, Christian Preston, in London’s North Kensington

mother’s nurturing nature and serve as a daily reminder for her to keep

neighborhood reflects the connection between a house’s tangible

those traditions alive. The couple believes that a home is made special by

structure and a homeowner’s inner world. “A home is more than a

the dwellers’ active efforts to extend warmth and comfort toward family

backdrop for performing daily tasks and rituals. If its occupants live there

and guests, such as the way Christian often spends Sunday evenings

with a sense of connectedness, they’ll shape the emotional landscape

prepping dinner for Janie and his two teenage children, Caspar and

and feeling of that house,” she says. Growing up in a picturesque rural

Hebe. Another way they’ve applied this value to their home is by

area of Southwest England called the Cotswolds, Janie inherited an

softening the sharper lines of the mid-century modern furniture

appreciation for thoughtful practices that create a sense of rootedness

with natural embellishments. “I bring back giant hogweed from the

and calm. Seeking something organic and familiar when she moved to

Cotswolds at the end of summer, and I also bring in anything cut from

the city, she used the serene landscape of her childhood as inspiration

the garden, such as the remaining tendrils of the golden hop, and put

for her decor in London. “The bareness and rawness of the house helps

them by the fireplaces,” Janie says. These aren’t the only elements they

me feel like I’m in the English countryside,” she says. Janie, an interior

think about when creating a rustic atmosphere in the city: Janie also

designer, likes to surround herself with items from her rural past—the

considers senses that go beyond the tactile and visual. “Smells are

kitchenware she inherited from her mother is particularly valuable to

important too: I burn sage and oils with woodsy tones of cedarwood,

her. “The largish cooking pot she used the most is battered and dented,

black pepper, eucalyptus, rosemary and cinnamon,” she says. “In small

and the mismatching lid was replaced from another of her pots,” she says.

but significant ways, I’m trying to gather nature around us.”
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LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA, UNITED STATES

J E N N I K AY N E
& RICHARD
EHRLICH

Growing up on the beaches of Santa Monica as a quintessential Southern

the kitchen.” Making a comfortable, playful home for their children,

California girl, Jenni Kayne learned to appreciate the qualities that a lucky

Tanner and Ripley, was key for the couple. They began renovating the

and happy life in Los Angeles center around: light, play and comfort. She

house when Jenni was pregnant with Tanner six years ago, which allowed

and her husband, real estate agent Richard Ehrlich, bought their home

them to design with children in mind from the start. “We all hang out in

10 years ago and made major moves to strip the property of its cold

the playroom—it’s an easy, comfortable space,” Jenni says. Practicality and

features. “I wanted to build a modern house that was all at once warm

relaxation are clear themes throughout the home, with Jenni describing

and functional,” she says. Their success is reflected in many areas of the

her decorating style as “clean and minimal, but functional.” Although her

home, beginning with the entryway that was remodeled to incorporate

self-titled collection has a classic aesthetic, she’s still often surrounded by

large glass windows and high ceilings constructed with reclaimed Amish

patterns and colors as part of her daily creative process. She therefore

barn wood. “I really wanted the home to have a flow from the inside

keeps her home’s palette neutral and chooses interesting objects and

out,” Jenni says. “The entry is where this starts.” The expansion of energy

textures to draw the eye toward subtler details. “No one item jumps

from the front to the back of their house creates a sense of openness and

out at you, but I love to mix materials,” Jenni says. “I have ceramics from

lots of light. When the doors are open, there’s a seamless connection

Dora De Larios and Heather Levine, metals from Alma Allen and glass

between the outdoors and in, both visually and physically. “Anyone who

from Caleb Siemon.” Despite their collection of decorative pieces, Jenni

knows me knows I love to entertain,” Jenni says. “So being able to open

says that nothing inside their home is too precious or off-limits to her

all the doors to create an open space is one of my favorite parts of our

children, which helps reinforce the relaxed nature that defines both their

home. I love that my kids are able to run from the backyard right into

family life and the home’s atmosphere.
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STOCKHOLM, SWEDEN

J OA N N A L AV É N
& DAV I D
WA H L G R E N

Joanna Lavén and David Wahlgren’s quiet fifth-floor apartment looks

keep the aesthetic simple in our apartment,” she says. Although David

out over the streets of Östermalm, a calm residential area of Stockholm.

works as a programmer, he is passionate about interiors, so furnishing

Although the home they share with their daughters, Elise and Julie, is a

the home together was an opportunity to build a personal space that

refuge, city life isn’t far away: The streets of their neighborhood below

reflected both of their approaches toward design. They did most of

are lined with a number of shops and parks, and the zoo that their

their furniture sourcing through online auctions and prefer pieces

children like to visit isn’t too far away either. “I love being in the city—

with history and strength. “I love that you don’t have to contribute to

the atmosphere when you walk out of the building with life buzzing

the mass production of things that people buy and throw away after a

everywhere,” Joanna says. When they moved to this part of town, the

few years,” Joanna says. After helping decorate multiple children-filled

couple was immediately drawn to both the local community and the

homes through her work, she has recognized that long-term durability

setup of their new abode: Originally built by architect H. Westerlund

reigns supreme, but you also have to let some of the little things slide. “I

between 1913 and 1918, their apartment features a balcony and a large

like to keep everything that’s visible tidy, but I don’t have a superclean

social area facing the street. When it came to decorating, it was easy for

floor,” she says. “There might be some breadcrumbs under the kitchen

the duo to collaborate after living together for 14 years. “Fortunately we

table, but that doesn’t bother me.” By accepting the messy realities of

have the same taste, and that taste has developed over the years,” Joanna

living in an apartment with small kids, the couple has come to realize the

says. Since, as a stylist, she experiments with colors all day, she favors

essential elements of family life. “The most important qualities a home

neutral, calm shades of paint at home. This also allows her to focus on

must possess are a location you love and enough space for your family,”

setting an atmosphere that doesn’t feel overstyled. “It’s more relaxing to

Joanna says, “and a nice kitchen is a big plus.”
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COPENHAGEN, DENMARK

J O NA S
& CHRISTINE
BJERRE-POULSEN
On a typical morning in Vedbæk, which was once a small fishing village,

style and keeping the most charming original details. “It made the

Jonas and Christine Bjerre-Poulsen spend breakfast with their family

house feel much more unified inside and really focused on the beautiful

watching the fishermen steer into port with their freshest catches. The

original decor,” he says. They left some old details to contrast with the

historic home they live in with their kids, Benjamin and Clara, overlooks

new, such as repurposing the original herringbone flooring to make

the harbor in this suburb of northern Copenhagen and is surrounded by

their kitchen counter. Although the result is decidedly minimalist, the

an idyllic wooded landscape. “Since I work in central Copenhagen and

family fills these wide-open spaces with indoor skateboarding and large

get the buzz of the city every day, Vedbæk is the perfect place to come

parties. “We really believe you should use a house and everything in it,

home to after a long day,” Jonas says. The Bjerre-Poulsens’ house was built

so we use it hard for playing,” Jonas says, laughing. “Of course the house

in 1911 by architects H. Wright and E.V. Marston during a period when

gets worn, but some elements become more interesting as they age.” The

many coastal villas were being constructed along the shores. “At that

neighborhood outside Jonas and Christine’s domestic playground also

time, architecture from southern Germany and northern Italy was very

lends itself to a laid-back lifestyle: After living in the area for several

much in vogue, so it was built in a Tyrolean style with a very high roofline

years, they’ve found themselves settling into the cozy suburb’s pace with

and wooden balconies that overlooked the sea,” Jonas says. Despite the

regular walks on the pier, picnics on the beach and ice cream on the

architects’ original intentions, many different previous owners had

marina after dinner in the summer months. “Home isn’t only about

contributed haphazard renovations to the house that had resulted in

the space you live in, but also the area,” Jonas says. “It’s about a sense of

seven different types of mismatched flooring, add-ons and conflicting

belonging to a certain place.”

styles. Drawing on his work as an architect and designer for his company,
Norm.Architects, Jonas worked to unearth the home’s old-world charm

In the following interview on page 164, Jonas discusses his personal views

by deconstructing the interior, redecorating the rooms in one cohesive

on minimalism and tells us about his work as a designer and architect.
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LONDON, UNITED KINGDOM

J O N AT H A N
& A N NA B E L
TUCKEY

“I love our house because of what it once was and what it has become,”

renovation, Jonathan and Annabel stripped the building bare, includ-

architectural designer Jonathan Tuckey says about the 19th-century steel

ing the partitions and asbestos-filled roofs, and used it as a studio before

fabricators’ workshop that he renovated with his wife, Annabel. The

redesigning it to address their personal needs for a home. “During

potential of taking a derelict space and turning it into something special

that time, it was used for exhibitions, parties and photo shoots to see

had major appeal to the couple, who live in North Kensington with their

how the space worked and felt,” Jonathan says. He and Annabel found

two teenage daughters, Tasmina and Thea, and their dog, Tarka. Known

the structure’s historic features appealing, so they kept some of these

as the “Collage House” in design circles, the large L-shaped space has

ordinary aspects, such as the writing on the walls, the paintwork on the

been adapted to accommodate the needs of their growing family. Over

bricks and the original signage. These features blend together with the

the renovation process, they enjoyed discovering what was necessary to

modern decor and suit the building’s overall structure. “The existing

“domesticate” an existing industrial building while keeping enough of

building is brick and timber, and we complemented it with new brick,

the original to ground the new home in its context. “This approach was

pigmented concrete, Douglas fir and both larch and beech plywood,” he

chosen to encourage a patina of use and to collaborate with the existing

says. They also added elements for their daughters: Tasmina and Thea

building in spirit and texture,” Jonathan says. “Over the past 10 years as our

shared a room downstairs for their first five years, but as they’ve grown

family has grown in the space, the materials have accumulated the marks

older they’ve moved to their own spaces with a pivoting wall in between

of life, gatherings, celebrations and birthdays. Modernizing heritage

that allows the girls’ rooms to become one if necessary. “We appreciate

design means taking a continuum into consideration.” For the initial

that we can adapt the space as they continue to grow up,” Jonathan says.
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SEOUL, SOUTH KOREA

J U N G YO U
CHOI

Although Jungyou Choi’s home stands in a commercial district of Seoul

maintain strong boundaries so she can leave time to relax. One trick

amid a sea of flashing neon signs and towering buildings, living in the

she’s learned is keeping her laptop out of her bedroom. “Now I have my

center of the city doesn’t hinder her ability to create a serene sanctuary.

sleeping place in the attic,” she says. “It’s a perfect place to escape where

“I’m the kind of person who needs a personal space most of the time,”

I don’t work and truly rest.” When she takes breaks during the day, she

she says. “I can keep my life simple this way.” Hidden from the street,

often escapes for hour-long bike rides along the Han River to enjoy a

the entrance to her modest second-floor home is accessible only through

calm view of Seoul or spends afternoons being idle, savoring small

a side gate. This geographic feature almost instantly removes her from

details such as the light shifting across her walls. “The daylight is quite

the commotion of the neighborhood. “It feels like an urban cottage,”

precious in my home, so I enjoy feeling the changes of the light through-

she says. “The house’s interior was renovated using wood paneling, so

out the day,” she says. “The kitchen gets the most light, so I spend a lot of

it’s like I’m surrounded by trees in a forest.” In addition to these wooden

time there.” Although Jungyou appreciates her home’s natural elements,

features, natural light and soft materials create a warm atmosphere that

she has come to realize the value of material objects through her work

influences the work she does as an independent designer. “My designs

designing products for other people’s homes. She believes the trick to

begin with what I feel and what I use, and my home is where it all hap-

keeping the two worlds balanced is to keep around only items with char-

pens. Everything I produce, I’ve tried in my home first,” she says. With

acter and personal connections that “touch your heart.” Some of her

such a significant overlap between her work and home life, Jungyou

most precious belongings include a collection of kitchen utensils she

makes a point to stay aware of the line between the two, though at

received from her mother. “Most of the tools and cups are older than I

times she finds it challenging. “Since I’m working at home, it’s hard to

am,” Jungyou says. “They give me such comfort and make me feel like I’m

separate my work from my personal life because I’m sitting in front of

next to my mom all the time. They’re like my little hometown.”

the computer and then doing the laundry a few minutes later,” she says.
“I’m not good at multitasking, but I have to work my way through it.”

In the following essay on page 244, we offer some suggestions on how to throw

Working days, evenings and weekends means Jungyou needs to

yourself an indulgent dinner party for one.
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BERLIN, GERMANY

MICHAEL
ELMGREEN
& I N G A R D R AG S E T
Since their creative partnership began in 1995, contemporary artists

meetings. Flexibility is key.” Although the former couple both lived

Michael Elmgreen and Ingar Dragset have based their collaborations

here for many years, Michael currently splits his time between London

on breaking down the barriers between public and private spaces. “The

and Berlin, and the space now operates primarily as the main studio

conventional notion of what’s considered public and private is a social

for their artistic practice under the name Elmgreen & Dragset. Their

construct that we’ve inherited from past generations and needs to be

staff works from various areas in the building and seasonally shifts be-

constantly reevaluated,” Michael says. When they saw an advertise-

tween the open main floor in the summer and a smaller winter office

ment for a water pumping station in Berlin’s Neukölln neighborhood

to keep warm, as a building this large is notoriously difficult to heat.

10 years ago, they adopted this concept while developing their own

Features such as the main hall’s 42-foot (13-meter) ceiling are used to

uniquely structured space. For years, the building sat unclaimed on an

create full-scale mock-ups for installation pieces, and the front doors

unassuming residential street adjacent to a small overgrown meadow

swing open so crated artwork can be moved into and out of the stu-

covering the former reservoir behind it. It had remained empty because

dio. Michael and Ingar have filled the rooms with a lot of their furni-

no one could imagine how to appropriate such a large space in a non-

ture from past shows and art projects. These items serve as a constant

industrial location—that is, until Michael and Ingar found it. “We

reminder of the evolution of both their space and their artistic prac-

were looking for a place that could meet many different needs, such as

tice. “When we use furniture in our exhibitions, it’s chosen to convey

workshops, office space, archival space, living space and social space,”

a certain emotion. When it leaves the context of the exhibition space

Michael says. After purchasing the sprawling warehouse-like structure,

and is used in our home, the functionality usually remains, but the

they renovated and divided the building into a number of different

meaning slightly shifts,” Ingar says. “After all, there’s a good portion of

zones to be used for domestic life, work and socializing. “On a typical day

ourselves in any of the characters we invent for our projects.”

here, there can be up to a dozen people working on different projects and
eating lunch together in the kitchen,” Ingar says. “We also have a number

In the following interview on page 108, the artists talk more about their

of guest rooms and some more domestic-looking areas where we have

work as Elmgreen & Dragset and the nature of public and private space.
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STOCKHOLM, SWEDEN

MIKE & CONNY
KARLSSON
LUNDGREN
After years of splitting their time between Berlin, New York and

dishes made with quality ingredients to Conny’s specialty: delicious

Stockholm, Mike and Conny Karlsson Lundgren decided to settle

dumplings. “When we first moved back to Sweden, we longed for

down in Sweden. Mike, the cofounder and creative director of

traditional Swedish fare,” he says. “Now I often persuade Mike to try

Hall & Lundgren, and Conny, a visual artist working in film and instal-

to replicate the great meals we’ve had on our travels.” As much as they

lation, now live in an apartment in the Kungsholmen neighborhood of

enjoy hosting, they also use their home as a place to find respite from

Stockholm. “When Mike first saw the apartment, he really liked that it

their busy schedules: They never bring work into the kitchen or bedroom

was a classic turn-of-the-century home with lots of large windows in a

areas, and they also like to reserve certain spaces for more personal

row,” Conny says. The previous tenant had lived like a hermit for 40 years

connections. “Since we end up around the big dining table for large

and hadn’t let anyone inside, so when the landlord began renovations,

gatherings and for work, we like to sit down at the tiny table in the

a simple structure was revealed underneath decades of wallpaper and

kitchen when it’s just the two of us,” Conny says. “We always have break-

ornaments. Once stripped back, the apartment was redecorated based

fast together—the first one up makes sure to start the drip coffee! We

on the couple’s shared tastes. “There are a lot of things we collected

put our computers and cell phones away so we can have a nice, mean-

throughout our lives that are now mixed together,” Conny says. “Since

ingful conversation with each other.” When seeking moments of quiet,

we both moved around a lot, we’ve become good at not bringing home

they also like to garden on their sunny balcony where they grow mint,

stuff that we don’t love. Although we have very similar aesthetics, there’s

sage and tomatoes while watching people play in the park below. They’re

still a give-and-take that helps us find a good and realistic balance.” For

not the only ones who like the proximity to an open green space: Their

example, the walls are painted industrial shades of gray while the bulk of

puppy, Eddie, often jostles for quality time of her own. “She’s quite stub-

their furniture is made of warm materials such as vintage wood. Conny

born and persistently wants to be included,” Conny says. “She usually

and Mike have also amassed many close friends over their years of cross-

ends up sleeping in one of our laps while we work or are having dinner.”

continental living, which means there are often people visiting them
for extended stays. The couple shares the responsibility of cook-

In the following essay on page 336, we suggest ways to divide work and living

ing for these catch-up dinners, with meals ranging from simple

areas when they occupy the same space in both our homes and heads.
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BARCELONA, SPAIN

M I Q U E L A L Z U E TA
& Á F R I CA P O S S E

Before becoming an art collector and gallerist, Miquel Alzueta spent

(Catalan for “white stones”), which is known for its architectural history

time wandering the streets of Paris, often finding himself drawn into

and for having some of the most well-preserved Gothic architecture in

small antique shops. During that time, he first encountered the works

western Europe. Miquel was originally drawn to their building because

of influential French designers Jean Prouvé and Charlotte Perriand, and

it spoke to his passion for French design. “Catalan culture has been

something clicked. This introduction soon turned into a deep obsession

greatly influenced by French culture, but this wasn’t often reflected on

and the 1950s style of functional furnishings permeated every aspect

an architectural level. This building does have this influence, though,

of his life. “One doesn’t choose his whims, his passions or his follies,”

and I like that,” Miquel says. The structure was designed in the 1940s

Miquel says. “I got there by being curious, and I turned it into a way

by Raimon Duran i Reynals, who respected French and neoclassical

of learning, a way of living and, later on, into a job and a business.”

styles. With África’s background in antique dealing and Miquel’s

He started looking for Prouvé and Perriand’s pieces, buying them

passion for art, they’ve filled their home with pieces from their well-

and offering them to customers. “Each acquisition meant a period of

developed personal collections, which are directly connected to their

trouble for my finances, but I loved to collect them,” he says. Miquel

personal values. Miquel appreciates how these accumulated items add

was rewarded for his risky decisions with a collection that grew into the

to the ongoing history of a household. “If the home is old, it speaks of

foundation of his personal home near Barcelona’s city center, where he

tradition and the past. If it’s new, it talks about us,” he says. “Beyond

now lives with his wife, África Posse, and her son, Santiago. The building

the beauty and utility is a sign of identity that speaks of the way we

is located in a small suburb at the foot of Mt. Tibidabo called Pedralbes

understand the world.”
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INTERLAKEN, SWITZERLAND

MIRKO BEETSCHEN
& STÉPHANE
HOULMANN
Mirko Beetschen and Stéphane Houlmann’s partnership is both

available again. “During our first visit, we discovered a veritable treasure

professional and domestic: They founded a company together and also

box of beautiful old rooms,” Mirko says. “The uniqueness of the house,

divide their time between Zurich and the waterside town of Interlaken in

its homeyness and beautiful original structure attracted us.” The space is

central Switzerland. “Interlaken is like going back to my roots, which I’d

now a peaceful place where they both feel at home—as do the constant

never originally planned to do, but it feels good,” Mirko says. Bergdorf

stream of vacationers that often join them on their weekend trips to

Homes, their interior design and journalism business, keeps them

Interlaken. The variety of nooks and rooms allows up to 14 people to

connected to their office and apartment in Zurich, and while Mirko loves

stay in the house at once, and the couple is most often joined by a friend

the city, he’s fully aware of the benefits provided by both environments. “I

and her two boys, who are Mirko and Stéphane’s godchildren. They

wouldn’t want to be in Interlaken constantly,” he says. “I need the city—

enjoy spending time in the kitchen, and some of their fondest memories

at least for some moments—but I’m not in Zurich with my full heart.”

are of evenings spent over the stove. “Once when we first purchased the

Their home in Interlaken is surrounded by classic chalets and villas that

house, we were in the middle of renovating and felt like celebrating,”

date back to the 19th and 20th centuries. With Alpine tourism booming

Mirko says. “The heat wasn’t working yet, but the old tiled stove in

in the 1890s, many travelers spent their summers in the area and rented

the dining room was already restored. So we made a fire to warm up,

farmhouses such as theirs as vacation spots. When they first found their

I cleaned the area that had been full of dust and dirt, and Stéphane

home, it was located on a property in a lush meadow hidden behind

cooked in the kitchen. Luckily, we already had some of the furniture.

overgrown bushes and trees. “It really was love at first sight,” Mirko

The whole thing felt a bit like [1987 Danish film] Babette’s Feast, and

says. But when they inquired about it, they discovered it had already

ever since then, we’ve tried to keep this Puritan, serene atmosphere in

been purchased. Fortunately for Mirko and Stéphane, when the home’s

the dining room.”

original investors found out that the house couldn’t be demolished
because the Swiss government had designated it as a cultural landmark,

In the following guide on page 310, we offer some suggestions for planning

the duo passed by the property a year later to find it unchanged and

the perfect stay-at-home vacation.
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COPENHAGEN, DENMARK

TRINE
ANDERSEN
& MARTIN NEVE
The aesthetic of Trine Andersen’s design company ferm LIVING was

August and baby Saga, they decided to move the business to a larger area

inspired by her grandmother’s appreciation for skilled craftspeople

and turn the entire space into their home. Even though ferm LIVING’s

who make quality goods with homemade characteristics. “When my

headquarters are now separated from the couple’s home, the company’s

grandmother said that someone was ferm på fingrene (skilled with their

design ethos still continues to resonate throughout their apartment.

hands), it was high praise indeed,” Trine says. When she and her husband,

“We look for the same things in what we create at work as we do for our

Martin Neve, who is the studio’s art director, were house hunting, they

private home,” Trine says. Many of the company’s products are found

searched for a place where lasting memories could be made with their

around the space: The bedding, marble coffee tables and plant pots were

children. They purchased space in a building that originally functioned

all born at ferm LIVING. Trine pulls inspiration for her furnishings

as a pencil factory before going on to have many other lives—when they

from both her professional and personal life. “Everything inspires

moved in, it was ending its time as a recording studio. “It was made up

me,” she says. “Everything I see and experience goes through a filter

of 10 completely soundproof rooms with lowered ceilings and raised

in my brain: Some of it’s stored away, and when you put these stored

floors,” Trine says. “The first thing we did was clear everything away: All

impressions together, they might end up becoming a product or an idea.”

the walls were torn down and the floors removed. ” Inside this newfound

As for other additions, Trine and Martin carefully choose the objects

openness, they installed a brand-new kitchen, ample living space and

that sit alongside their own designs. “We try to select only things that

the main office for their growing company. But after using the space for

are unique, handcrafted or such good quality that we can keep them for a

both work and play for a few years, they eventually needed a change. “In

long time—things we don’t get tired of looking at,” she says.

the beginning, we had both our private home and the design studio in
the apartment with only a door separating them,” Trine says. When the

In the following essay on page 236, we explore how large warehouse spaces

studio became too small to fit both their employees and their children,

can be transformed into personal creative abodes.
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COPENHAGEN, DENMARK

YVONNE KONÉ
& RASMUS JUUL

Yvonne Koné and Rasmus Juul moved to the Copenhagen suburb of

I sell some items and then find a few more.” Whenever she redecorates,

Vesterbro a decade ago because they were inspired by its rich history

Yvonne tries to make the decor minimal and manageable, as having three

and historic atmosphere. The apartment building they currently live

children and a time-consuming job as a designer keeps her busy as it is.

in with their children—Johanna, Bror and Hasse—was built in the

She and Rasmus are fans of their home’s foundation of smooth, clean

19th century by the Art Nouveau–inspired architect Anton Rosen

walls combined with pinewood floors, but she says, “The perfectionist in

and offers a welcomed respite from the rest of the city. “This is where

me has accepted that it’s OK for there to be a little—or sometimes a very

I relax completely with no filters,” Yvonne says. She and her husband,

big—mess.” The duo also believes that a resident’s personality should

a children’s book illustrator, have watched their neighborhood shift

be clearly visible in their space. “After looking at a few items in a home,

over the years (a recent influx of residents has brought a new mix of

you can tell that someone selected a particular piece for a reason—not

families, professionals and young newcomers), and Yvonne feels like

necessarily because it was beautiful, but simply because someone liked

both she and their home are changing along with it. “I like things in

it,” she says. A possession that speaks to this notion is a set of warm,

movement and the feeling that nothing is static,” she says. With half of

plush bathrobes that Yvonne gave to the family members for Christmas

her brain leaning toward perfectionism and the other half toward what

a few years ago. Along with lighting some flickering candles, wearing

she describes as complete disorganization, the couple’s home is usually

the robes has become a household tradition during the dark Danish

redecorated at least once a year. “Painting the walls has always given me

winters when they function as the family’s around-the-clock loungewear.

the feeling of a fresh start—it’s like a clean canvas,” she says. “I’m not

While the robes aren’t fancy (“Rasmus thinks they’re kind of sloppy,”

very attached to physical things, and when I’m redecorating as often

she says, laughing), they exemplify a sense of comfort that she hopes to

as I do, I see it more as a form of exchanging rather than consuming —

keep throughout her home.
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C U L I NA RY
COMMODITIES
Whether your kitchen is the heart of your home or a place where quick meals
are zapped in a microwave, there are plenty of reasons to keep more than
dried pasta on hand. A few chefs share their thoughts about how to stock a
pantry with ingredients that’ll make any home cook feel prepared.
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Heritage

excuse to use marmalades, chutneys, fancy pickles, mustards and honey.”

Because some of us have a weakness for exotic salts while others have

To stay on top of your supply, take stock of your inventory, rotate goods

addictions to spicy condiments, our pantries should similarly reflect our

from the back to the front of your shelves and try to eat through your en-

personal preferences. What we consider to be staples goes far beyond dry

tire supply of goodies once a year so you can replace them with new ones.

goods, olive oil and lemons, and while many chefs tout the importance
of keeping a good hunk of Parmesan on hand, this cheesy addition won’t

Quality

bode well for those who prefer to cook with miso paste or kaffir leaves.

By learning a few simple canning and pickling methods, you’ll have many

Our pantries should therefore contain the ingredients every home cook

options for keeping quality ingredients on hand year-round (and you can

needs to feel comfortable in the kitchen. Incorporating these elements

also enjoy seasonal fruits when they’re no longer available at the mar-

into the home pantry ensures a connection rooted in your culinary

ket). Sourcing ingredients for canning when they’re in season guarantees

heritage. Chef Brent Tranchina, a native New Orleanian, has been

the quality of your long-term preserves. “Making your own jam at home

influenced by his roots in both Trinidad and Louisiana. “Essential ingre-

when the fruit is in its prime means having a jam on hand with vibrancy,”

dients represent our personal stories, upbringings and heritage,” he says.

says Jessica Koslow, jam-maker extraordinaire of Los Angeles restaurant

Growing up, his dinner table menu ranged from spicy curries to gumbos,

Sqirl. She believes that a pantry should be filled with items that equally

which meant his family had a fully stocked spice department. “My mom

honor your body, local bounty and the folks you’re cooking for.

would make Trinidadian curry with chicken, goat or shrimp and would
use a common curry powder packet by Chief, a brand from Trinidad,”
Brent says. “I love the flavors in that packet, but it can be hard to find,

Three chefs share their essential pantry staples, along with the items they

so I’m often left with having to make my own curry powder with the

cannot live without.

same ingredients I always have in the house.”
nick korbee, egg shop, new york city:
Inspiration

essential items: Blue steel pans, citrus juicer, Maille extra-hot

In one corner of every pantry hides a dusty can of beans or a box of

smooth Dijon mustard and a sourdough starter.

polenta that’s being saved for an emergency—items kept around for

nonessential items: Husk cherries and blue cheese.

rainy days or when you’re too busy to run to the store. When your supply
closet has been eaten down to its final ingredients, these bland, mass-

kristen murray, måurice, portland, oregon:

produced items are often ironically stored next to bottles of odd

essential items: Good butter, farm eggs, citrus, vanilla, rosemary and

specialty items you bought for a single obscure dish and never used again.

local fruits, vegetables and nuts.

Combining the ordinary with the rarely used extraordinary can spark

nonessential items: Oysters and raspberries.

culinary experimentation (and also makes use of the remnants of those
expensive one-off purchases). Cheesemonger Yoav Perry always has the

justin burke-samson, party of two, boston, massachusetts:

fixings for a creative cheese plate handy and considers it an excuse to

essential items: Two commercial KitchenAid mixers, a cake tester

try out new pairings and clean out some exotic items. “What good is a

and an endless supply of powdered sugar.

cheese plate if you don’t visit your pantry first?” he says. “It’s the perfect

nonessential items: Corn Flakes and marshmallows.
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